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We consider a delay differential equation modelling a network of two neurons
with memory. The situations without self-connections and two delays, and with self-
connections and two equal delays, are addressed in terms of local stability and
bifurcation analysis. In the first case, the dynamical behavior is studied by taking
one of the delays as the bifurcating parameter. Namely, the Hopf bifurcation, whose
existence was proven in former works, occurs as the delay crosses some critical
values and is completely described. Conditions ensuring the stability of the periodic
cycles are given. When self-connections are present, Hopf and pitchfork bifurcations
co-exist and the equation describing the flow on the center manifold is derived.
 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been an increasing activity and interest on the study of
nervous systems, namely on the study of equations modelling neural networks,
or artificial representations of them. In order to be more realistic, the models
should incorporate time delays, since the transmission of information from one
neuron to another is not instantaneous. There is an extensive literature about
the dynamics of delay-differential systems representing neural networks.
The purpose of this paper is to systematize and complete the analyses of
Olien and Be lair [9] and Gopalsamy and Leung [5], regarding the
asymptotic stability and bifurcation near equilibria for a planar system,
that can be interpreted as a model for a network of two neurons, of the
form
u* 1(t)=&u1(t)+a11 f (u1(t&{1))+a12 f (u2(t&{2))
(1.1)
u* 2(t)=&u2(t)+a21 f (u1(t&{1))+a22 f (u2(t&{2)),
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where aij , i, j=1, 2 are real constants, the delays {1 , {2 are positive and
f : R  R is a C1 function. For most of the models in the literature, including
the ones in [5, 9], the transfer function f is f (u)=tanh u. However, here
we shall only assume f (0)=0, f # C1(R) for the stability analysis, and
f # C3(R), f $(0) f $$$(0){0, f (0)= f "(0)=0 for the bifurcation analysis.
Also, we shall not assume any contraints on the signs of the coefficients aij
appearing in (1.1).
Following [9], only two situations will be considered: the case without
self-connections (a11=a22=0) and the case with self-connections but both
delays equal ({1={2). We define the parameters
T= 12 (a11+a22) f $(0), D=(a11a22&a12a21) f $(0)
2. (1.2)
Note that T, D are respectively half of the trace and the determinant of the
connection matrix. In this paper, one of the delays (or the average of the
two delays) is introduced as a parameter, and all the stability results in [9]
are rewritten and completed, taking this delay as a bifurcating parameter.
We point out that the study of bifurcations presented in this paper differs
from the one of Olien and Be lair, not only because one delay is considered
as a parameter, but essentially because it covers the two general situations
of (1.1) referred to above, rather than only some particular examples. The
Hopf bifurcations that occur in some regions of the plane (T, D), as the
bifurcating parameter crosses some critical values, are completely
described, i.e., the direction of the bifurcation and the stability of the non-
trivial periodic solutions are determined. In the case of self-connections and
only one delay, also Hopf and pitchfork bifurcations co-exist on a straight
line of the plane (T, D), for a sequence of bifurcating values of the delay.
It is our goal here to obtain the equation giving the flow on the 3-dimen-
sional local center manifold. In this sense, this work should be interpreted
as a complement of [9], where the bifurcation analysis was made by taking
f =tanh and some concrete values of the coefficients appearing in (1.1),
and handled by the MAPLE program. We also note two relevant aspects
of Gopalsamy and Leung’s work [5]: (i) a useful neurobiological inter-
pretation and discussion are included; (ii) although for a simpler equation,
with only one delay { and no self-connections, a perturbation expansion of
the bifurcating periodic solutions was used to determine the Hopf bifurca-
tion occuring at the first bifurcating point {={0 . The approach here is
more general and different from the one considered in [5], since the
analysis of singularities is performed by using the normal form theory for
functional differential equations (FDEs) in [3].
We also refer to two recent works of Ruan and Wei [10] and [11]. In
[10], the authors proved the global existence of periodic solutions for a
system similar to (1.1), by using degree theory method, generalizing situations
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investigated in [2, 4, 12]. In [11], Wei and Ruan gave sufficient conditions
to guarantee the local stability of the zero solution of (1.1), and studied the
case of non self-connections networks with two delays. For this situation,
the sum of the two delays {1+{2 was taken as the bifurcation parameter,
and the direction and stability of the Hopf bifurcation were determined,
but only at the first bifurcating point. Some results in Section 2 of the
present paper were already obtained in [11], under the same hypotheses,
although by applying different techniques.
We now introduce some notation. Let one of the delays, say {1 , be inter-
preted as a parameter, scale the time variable, t  t{1 , and define r as the
ratio between the two delays, r={2 {1 . (Alternatively, we can consider the
average of the two delays ({1+{2)2 as parameter, and similar results will
be obtained.) Considering the phase space C :=C([&max(1, r), 0]; R2),
Eq. (1.1) is written as an equation in C. Assuming f (0)=0, f # C1(R) and
separating the linear from the nonlinear terms, (1.1) becomes
u* (t)={1L(ut)+{1F(ut), (1.3)
where ut # C, ut(%)=u(t+%), &max(1, r)%0, and L: C  R2, F : C 
R2 are given by
L(.)=\&.1(0)+a11 f $(0) .1(&1)+a12 f $(0) .2(&r))&.2(0)+a21 f $(0) .1(&1))+a22 f $(0) .2(&r))+ (1.4)
F(.)=\ a11g(.1(&1))+a12g(.2(&r))a21g(.1(&1)))+a22g(.2(&r))+ , (1.5)
for .=(.1 , .2) # C and g(x)= f (x)& f $(0) x. Here and throughout this
paper, we refer to [7] for notation and classic results on FDEs.
The characteristic equation for the linearization of Eq. (1.3) at (0, 0) is
(*+{1)2&{1 f $(0)(a11e&*+a22e&*r)(*+{1)+{21De
&*(1+r)=0.
In view of the difficulty to find all the values of the parameters for which
all the roots * of this equation have negative real parts, only the situations
a11=a12=0 or {1={2 will be considered.
The computations presented here concern the local behavior near the
equilibrium zero. However, if another equilibrium u*=(u1* , u2*) exists, for
the study of the local stability of u* we can apply directly the results for
the equilibrium (0, 0), replacing T, D above by
T*= 12 (a11 f $(u1*)+a22 f $(u2*)), D*=(a11a22&a12a21) f $(u1*) f $(u2*).
We also mention that for the case a11=a22=0, a equation slightly more
general than (1.1) will be considered (see Eq. (2.10)).
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2. TWO DELAYS AND NO SELF-CONNECTIONS
Consider a two neuron network without self-connections modelled by an
equation of the form (1.1) with a11=a22=0:
u* 1(t)=&u1(t)+a12 f (u2(t&{2))
(2.1)
u* 2(t)=&u2(t)+a21 f (u1(t&{1)),
where a12 , a21 are real constants, the delays {1 , {2 are positive and f : R  R
satisfies the following hypothesis:
(H1) f # C1(R), f (0)=0.
As above, scale the time by t  t{1 and define r={2 {1 . As an FDE in
C :=C([&max(1, r), 0]; R2), Eq. (2.1) becomes Eq. (1.3), where
L(.)=\&.1(0)+a12 f $(0) .2(&r))&.2(0)+a21 f $(0) .1(&1))+ , F(.)=\
a12g(.2(&r))
a21g(.1(&1))+ (2.2)
for .=(.1 , .2) # C and g(x)= f (x)& f $(0) x. Without loss of generality
we assume that {1{2 , so that C=C([&1, 0]; R2). Defining T, D by
(1.2), for this situation we have T=0 and
D=&a12 a21 f $(0)2. (2.3)
To study the local stability of the zero solution, consider the charac-
teristic equation for the linearized equation around the equilibrium zero,
u* (t)={1L(ut), given by
2(*, {1) :=(*+{1)2+D{21 e
&*(1+r)=0. (2.4)
Theorem 2.1. Assume (H1). (i) If |D|<1, all the roots of the charac-
teristic equation 2(*, {1)=0, {1>0, have negative real parts. (ii) If D<&1,
there is one and only one real positive eigenvalue, for all {1>0; if D=&1,
*=0 is a root of (2.4). (iii) If |D|>1, define \
*
:=- |D|&1. Then, for
_>0, {1>0, 2(i_, {1)=0 if and only if there is an n # N0 such that {1={1, n
and _=_n , where
cos((1+r) _n)=
\
*
2&1
D
, sin((1+r) _n)=
2\
*
D
(2.6)
{1, n=
_n
\
*
(2.7)
_n # \ 2n?1+r ,
2(n+1) ?
1+r + . (2.8)
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Proof. Only (iii) is not obvious. Let |D|>1, _>0 and suppose that
2(i_, {1)=0. Then, |{1+i_|2=|D| {21 , which implies that \*=_{1 is a
positive constant satisfying 1+\2
*
=|D|. From (2.4), we have
{{
2
1&_
2+D{21 cos((1+r) _)=0
2_{1&D{21 sin((1+r) _)=0
or cos((1+r) _)= \*
2&1
D , sin((1+r) _=
2\*
D , and the theorem is proven. K
We remark that the above result was obtained in [10] for D>0 and a
more general situation (see also Eq. (2.10) below), but considering D as the
bifurcating parameter, and in [11], where the sum of the two delays {1+{2
was taken as the bifurcating parameter (see Remark 2.1 below).
Now, let |D|>1, *=++i_ be a root of (2.4). Then,
(++{1)2&_2+D{21e
&+(1+r) cos((1+r) _)=0
(2.9)
2_(++{1)&D{21 e
&+(1+r) cos((1+r) _)=0.
Theorem 2.1 and a simple use of an implicit function argument applied to
(2.9) imply the next result (see also [10, Th. 2.6] and [8, Th. 3.3.2]):
Theorem 2.2. Assume (H1). For |D|>1, let {1, n , _n , n # N0 , be defined
by (2.6)(2.8). The zero solution of Eq. (2.1) is asymptotically stable if and
only if &1<D1, for all {1>0, or D>1 and {1<{1, 0 . If |D|>1, a Hopf
bifurcation occurs on a 2-dimensional center manifold for (2.1) at
u=0, {1={1, n , which is associated with the simple eigenvalues \i_n . This
center manifold is locally stable for {={1, 0 and unstable for {1={1, n , n # N.
Remark 2.1. Suppose that the average of the two delays { :=({1+{2)2
is taken as bifurcating parameter, by scaling the time variable
t  2t({1+{2). In this case, the characteristic equation is 2(*, {) :=
(*+{)2+D{2e&2*=0, which has roots of the form \i_ at the bifurcating
points {=_n \* :={n , n # N0 , for |D|>1, \*=- |D|&1, where _n # (n?,
(n+1) ?) are such that cos(2_n)=(\*
2&1)D, sin(2_n)=2\*
2 D (cf. [11]).
Consider now an equation slightly more general than (2.1):
u* 1(t)=&:u1(t)+a12 f1(b1u2(t&{2))
(2.10)
u* 2(t)=&:u2(t)+a21 f2(b2u1(t&{1)),
where :, b1 , b2 , a12 , a21 are real constants, {1 , {2>0. Modifying the above
arguments according to the new coefficients, the next result follows.
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Corollary 2.3. Assume f1 , f2 # C1(R), f1(0)= f2(0)=0, and define
now
D=&a12a21 b1b2 f $1(0) f $2 (0), \*=- |D|&:
2, for |D|>:2.
(2.11)
Then, the zero solution of (2.10) is locally stable if |D|<:2 and unstable if
D<&:2. For |D|>:2, define _n , {1, n by (2.6)(2.8), where D, \* are nowgiven by (2.11). Then, the only pure imaginary roots of the characteristic
equation for the linearized equation around zero are \i_n , for {1={1, n ,
n # N0 . At each {1, n , there is a Hopf bifurcation on a 2-dimensional center
manifold; this manifold is stable for {1={1, 0 and unstable for {1={1, n ,
n # N.
In the remaining of this section, we assume that |D|>1, with D given by
(2.3), and
(H2) f # C3(R), f $(0) f $$$(0){0, f (0)= f "(0)=0;
(H3) the ratio between the two delays r={2 {1 is constant.
We remark that (H3) means that the delay {2 will no longer be interpreted
as a free parameter. This fact is irrelevant for the study of the stability of
the zero solution, but will be crucial for the Hopf bifurcation analysis. To
describe the Hopf bifurcation occuring at {1={1, n , n # N0 , we use the nor-
mal form theory for FDEs described in [3], where the algorithm used here
can be found.
For a fixed n # N0 , define 4=[&i_n , i_n] and introduce the new
parameter ;={1&{1, n . Eq. (2.1) is written as
u* (t)={1, nL(ut)+F0(ut , ;), (2.12)
where F0(., ;)=;L(.)+({1, n+;) F(.). Using the formal adjoint theory
for FDEs in [7], let the phase space C be decomposed by 4 as C=PQ,
where P is the center space for u* (t)={1, n L(ut), i.e., P is the generalized
eigenspace associated with 4. Consider the bilinear form ( } , } ) associated
with the linear equation u* (t)={1, nL(ut). Let 8 and 9 be bases for P and
for the space P* associated with the eigenvalues \i_n of the adjoint equa-
tion, respectively, and normalized so that (9, 8)=I. Considering complex
coordinates, 8, 9 are 2_2 matrices of the form
8(%)=[,1(%) ,2(%)], ,1(%)=ei_n%v, ,2(%)=,1(%), &1%0,
9(s)=\1(s)2(s)+ , 1(s)=e&i_nsuT, 2(s)=1(s), 0s1,(2.13)
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where the bar means complex conjugation, uT is the transpose of u and u, v
are vectors in C2 such that
{1, nL(,1)=i_nv, {1, nuTL(ei_n } I )=i_nuT, (1 , ,1)=1. (2.14)
Note that 84 =8B, where B is the diagonal matrix B=diag(i_n , &i_n).
From (2.14) we can choose
v=(v1 , v2)=\1, 1+i\*a12 f $(0) ei_nr+,
u=(u1 , u2)=u1 \1, a12 f $(0)1+i\
*
e&i_n r+, (2.15)
with u1=[2+{1, n(1+r)(1+i\*)]
&1.
Enlarging the phase space C by considering the space BC=
[. : [&1, 0]  C2 : . is continuous on [&1, 0), _ lim%  0& .(%)] and
using the decomposition zt=8x(t)+ yt , x(t) # C2, yt # Q1, we decompose
(2.12) as
{x* =Bx+9(0) F0(8x+ y, ;)y* =AQ1 y+(I&?) X0F0(8x+ y, ;).
Here and in the following, we refer to [3] for results and explanations of
several notations involved. Consider the Taylor formula
9(0) F0(8x+ y, ;)= 12 f
1
2(x, y, ;)+
1
3! f
1
3(x, y, ;)+h.o.t.,
where f 1j (x, y, ;) are homogeneous polynomials in (x, y, ;) of degree j,
j=2, 3, with coefficients in C2 and h.o.t. stands for higher order terms. The
normal form method gives for (2.12) a normal form on the 2-dimensional
center manifold of the origin and ;=0, written as
x* =Bx+ 12 g
1
2(x, 0, ;)+
1
3! g
1
3(x, 0, ;)+h.o.t., (2.17)
where g12 , g
1
3 are the second and third order terms in (x, ;), respectively.
Always following [3], we recall that
1
2
g12(x, 0, ;)=
1
2
ProjKer(M12) f
1
2(x, 0, ;), where
Ker(M 12)=span {\x1 ;0 + , \
0
x2;+= .
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Since f "(0)=0, we have f 12 (x, y, ;)=2;9(0) L(8x+ y) and the second
order terms in (;, x) of the normal form on the center manifold are given
by
1
2
g12(x, 0, ;)=ProjKer(M12) ; \u
T
1
u T1 + (L(,1) x1+L(,2) x2).
Note that {1, nL(,1)=i_nv and _n{1, n=\*. Therefore,
1
2g
1
2(x, 0, ;)=(
A1x1;
A 1 x2 ;),
with A1=i\*(u
Tv).
To compute the cubic terms, we first deduce that, after the change of
variables that transformed the quadratic terms f 12(x, y, ;) of the first equa-
tion in (2.16) into g12(x, y, ;), the coefficients of third order at y=0, ;=0
are still given by 13! f
1
3(x, 0, 0) (because f "(0)=0, implying f
1
2(x, y, 0)=0).
On the other hand, this implies that (see [3]) 13! g
1
3(x, 0, ;)=
1
3! ProjKer(M13) f
1
3(x, 0, ;), where
Ker(M 13)=span {\x
2
1 x2
0 + , \
x1;2
0 + , \
0
x1x22+ , \
0
x2;2+= .
However, the terms O( |x| ;2) are irrelevant to determine the generic Hopf
bifurcation. Hence, we write
1
3!
g13(x, 0, ;)=
1
3!
ProjS f 13(x, 0, 0)+O( |x| ;
2),
for S :=span {\x
2
1x2
0 + , \
0
x1 x22 += .
Since F(.)= 13! F3(.)+h.o.t., where F3(.)=
1
3! f $$$(0)(
a12 .2(&r)3
a21 .1(&1)3), .=(.1 ,
.2) # C, then
1
3!
f 13(x, 0, 0)={1, n 9(0) F3(8x)=
1
3!
f $$$(0) {1, n9(0)
_\a12(e
&i_nrv2x1+ei_nrv 2x32)
a21(e&i_nv1x1+ei_n v 1x2)3+ .
From (2.15), a few computations show that 13!g
1
3(x, 0, 0)=(
A2 x21x2
A 2 x1x22 ), with
A2={1, n
f $$$(0)
2f $(0)
&v&2 (1+i\
*
) u1 .
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Thus, the application of this normal form procedure showed that the terms
in (2.17) have the form
1
2
g12(x, 0, ;)=\A1x1;A 1x2;+ ,
1
3!
g13(x, 0, ;)=\A2x
2
1x2
A 2x1x22++O( |x| ;2),
with the coefficients A1 , A2 explicitly obtained in terms of the original
equation (2.12), or (2.1), without having to compute the center manifold
beforehand. The change to real coordinates w, where x1=w1&iw2 ,
x2=w1+iw2 , followed by the use of polar coordinates (\, !), w1=\ cos !,
w2=\ sin !, transforms the normal form (2.17) into
{\* =K1 ;\+K2\
3+O(;2\+|(\, ;)| 4)
!4 =&_n+O( |(\, ;)| ),
(2.18)
with K1 :=Re A1 , K2 :=Re A2 .
It is well known (e.g. [1, 6]) that the sign of K1K2 determines the direc-
tion of the bifurcation (supercritical if K1 K2<0, subcritical if K1 K2>0),
and that the sign of K2 (if K2 {0, then the Hopf bifurcation is generic)
determines the stability of the nontrivial periodic orbits (stable if K2<0,
unstable if K2>0). Using (2.15) and the above formulas for A1 , A2 , we
derive
K1=2\2* {1, n(1+r) |u1 |
2 (2.19)
K2={1, n
f $$$(0)
2 f $(0)
&v&2 |u1 |2 (2+{1, n(1+r)(1+\*
2 )). (2.20)
These arguments lead us to the following result.
Theorem 2.4. Assume |D|>1, (H2) and (H3). If f $(0) f $$$(0)<0 (respec-
tively >0), then the Hopf bifurcations occuring on the center manifold of
(2.1) for u=0, {1={1, n (n # N0) are supercritical (respectively, subcritical ),
with non-trivial periodic orbits stable (respectively, unstable) on the center
manifold.
Proof. Suppose n # N0 fixed and consider ;={1&{1, n . The flow on the
center manifold of the origin for (2.12) and ;=0 is given in polar coor-
dinates by equation (2.18). From (2.19) and (2.20), we see that K1>0 and
sgn(K2)=sgn( f $(0) f $$$(0)), which proves the theorem. K
Remark 2.2. Consider Eq. (2.10), assume |D|>:2 and let D, \
*
be
defined by (2.11). Suppose also that (H3) and
(H2’) fi # C3(R), f $i (0){0, fi (0)= f"i (0)=0, i=1, 2, and f $$$1 (0)2+
f $$$2 (0)2>0.
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are satisfied. Then the bases 8, 9 are still given by (2.13), where instead of
(2.15) we may choose
v=(v1 , v2)=\1, :+i\*a12b1 f $1 (0) ei_n r+ ,
u=(u1 , u2)=u1 \1, a12 b1 f $1 (0):+i\
*
e&i_nr+ ,
with u1=[2+{1, n(1+r)(:+i\*)]
&1.
In this situation,
F(.)=
1
3! \
a12b31 f $$$1 (0) .2(&r)
3
a21b32 f $$$2 (0) .1(&1)
3++h.o.t., .=(.1 , .2) # C,
which implies 13! g
1
3(x, 0, 0)=(
A2 x21 x2
A 2 x1 x22 ), with
A2=
{1, n
2
(:+i\
*
) u1 \b21 |v2 |2 f $$$1 (0)f $1 (0) +b22
f $$$2 (0)
f $2 (0)+ .
Defining K1=Re A1 , K2=Re A2 , then Eq. (2.18) is the normal form for
the equation giving the flow on the center manifold of u=0, {1={1, n ,
written in polar coordinates, with K1 still given by (2.19) and
K2=
{1, n
2
|u1 |2 [2:+{1, n(1+r)(:2+\2*)] \b21 |v2 |2 f $$$1 (0)f $1 (0) +b22
f $$$1 (0)
f $2 (0)+ .
Consequently, the sign of b21 |v2 |
2 f $$$1 (0)
f $1 (0)
+b22
f $$$1 (0)
f $2 (0)
determines the direction of
the Hopf bifurcation and the stability of the non-trivial periodic orbits on
the center manifold. In particular, if f1= f2 := f the conclusions of
Theorem 2.4 apply to Eq. (2.10).
3. A NETWORK WITH SELF-CONNECTIONS AND ONE DELAY
Consider now a network of two neurons with self-connections of the
form (1.1), where f : R  R satisfies (H1), and assume also
(H4) {1={2 :={.
After the time scaling t  t{, the equations become
u* 1(t)={[&u1(t)+a11 f (u1(t&1))+a12 f (u2(t&1))]
(3.1)
u* 2(t)={[&u2(t)+a21 f (u1(t&1))+a22 f (u2(t&1))],
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where aij , i, j=1, 2 are real constants and {>0. In the phase space C=
C([&1, 0]; R2), Eq. (3.1) reads as Eq. (1.3), for L, F given by (1.4), (1.5)
with {1={ and r=1.
Here, we start by following closely the stability analysis of [9], but tak-
ing into account that the delay { is the bifurcating parameter. For the
linearized equation around the equilibrium zero, u* (t)={L(ut), we define
T, D as in (1.2). Its characteristic equation is
2(*, {) :=(*+{)2&2{T(*+{) e&*+{2De&2*=0. (3.2)
Defining z=(*+{) e*, the above equation is transformed into a quadratic
equation in z, which solutions are given by
z={[T\- T 2&D]. (3.3)
Theorem 3.1. Assume (H1) and (H4), and define X0 :=[(T, D) #
R2: D1, D&2T&1, D>2T&1]. Then, for all {>0 and all (T, D) #
X0 , the equilibrium zero of (3.1) is asymptotically stable.
Proof. Let *=++i_ be a root of (3.2). We distinguish the cases T 2D
and T 2<D. If T 2D, (3.3) implies
{
cos _=
e&+{(++{)(T\- T 2&D)
(++{)2+_2
sin _=&
e&+{_(T\- T 2&D)
(++{)2+_2
(3.4)
and then
(++{)2+_2={2e&2+(T\- T 2&D)2. (3.5)
If +0, then 11+ _
2
{2 (T\- T
2&D)2, where (T\- T 2&D)2=1 only
if +=0, _=0. If this is the case, *=0, 2(0, {)={2(1&2T+D); this means
that on the straight line D=2T&1, zero is always an eigenvalue of
u* (t)={L(ut). We also conclude that
T 2D, |T\- T 2&D|1, D{2T&1 (3.6)
implies that there are no roots of (3.4) with Re *0.
Analogously, if T 2<D, we deduce that
{
cos _=
(++{) T\_ - D&T 2
(++{)2+_2
{e&+
(3.7)
sin _=
\(++{) - D&T 2&_T
(++{)2+_2
{e&+
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and
(++{)2+_2={2e&2+D. (3.8)
If +0, necessarily 11+ _
2
{2 D, where D=1 only if +=0, _=0. There-
fore,
T 2<D, D1, (3.9)
implies that there are no roots of (3.3) with Re *0. But the union of the
sets defined by conditions (3.6) and (3.9) is precisely the set X0 . K
Now, we consider separately the cases T 2D and T 2<D.
Theorem 3.2. Assume (H1), (H4) and T 2D.
(i) If T>1 or D<2T&1, the zero solution of (3.1) is unstable, for
all {>0.
(ii) If |T+- T 2&D|>1 (resp. |T&- T 2&D|>1), define \+>0
(resp. \&) by 1+\2\=(T\- T 2&D)2. Then, for _>0, {>0, 2(i_, {)=0
if and only if there is an n # N0 such that {={+, n and _=_+, n (resp.
{={&, n and _=_&, n), where
{\, n=
_\, n
\\
(3.10)
cos _\, n=
1
T\- T 2&D
, sin _\, n=&
\\
T\- T 2&D
(3.11)
_\, n # (2n?, 2(n+1) ?). (3.12)
Proof. In case (i), at least one of the equations
(*+{) e*={(T+- T 2&D), (*+{) e*={(T&- T 2&D) (3.13)
has a positive real root, which is also a root of (3.2), and then u=0 is
unstable.
Now, suppose that |T+- T 2&D|>1, T 2D and 2(i_, {)=0 for some
_>0. From (3.4), (3.5), we conclude that _{ :=\+ is a positive constant
given by
1+\2+=(T+- T 2&D)2,
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where _ satisfies cos _= 1
T+- T 2&D
, sin _=& \+
T+- T 2&D
. Thus, in each
interval (2n?, 2(n+1) ?), n # N0 , there is one _=_+, n satisfying (3.11), for
{={+, n such that (3.10) holds.
The case |T&- T 2&D|>1 is treated in a similar way. K
Remark 3.1. Consider the eigenvalues of the form \i_, _>0, in the
situation of Theorem 3.2(ii), i.e., the eigenvalues \i_\, n defined by
(3.10)(3.12). Note that cos _\, n sin _\, n<0, for all n # N0 . In the region
[(T, D): 2T&1D&2T&1]"X0 , these eigenvalues have necessarily the
form \i_&, n , for {={&, n ; in the region [(T, D): &2T&1D2T&1]"
X 0 , they are only of the form \i_+, n , for {={+, n ; in the remainder of the
region [(T, D): T 2D]"X 0 , there are both eigenvalues \i_+, n and
\i_&, n . But, for T 2{D, all the eigenvalues are simple and hence it is
impossible to have eigenvalues of both forms for the same {>0, i.e.,
{+, n {{&, m for all n, m # N0 .
Using results in [9] or an implicit function argument, it is easy to con-
clude the next result:
Theorem 3.3. Assume (H1), (H4), T 2>D, and |T+- T 2&D|>1
(resp. |T&- T 2&D|>1). Let *({)=+({)+i_({) be the smooth curve of
roots of (3.2) such that *({+, n)=i_+, n (resp. *({&, n)=i_&, n). Then, a
Hopf bifurcation occurs at {+, n (resp. {&, n) with +$({\, n)>0.
Theorem 3.4. Assume (H1), (H4) and define
X2=[(T, D): &1&2T<DT 2, T&1],
X3=[(T, D): 2T&1<D&2T&1]"X0 .
If (T, D) # X2 , then {&, 0{+, 0 . Futhermore, for (T, D) # X2 _ X3 and { less
than the first bifurcating point, i.e., 0<{<{&, 0 , the zero solution of (3.1) is
stable; and for {={&, 0 , the 2-dimensional center manifold is stable.
Proof. It is easy to see that in X2 _ X3 , any real roots of equations
(3.13), if they exist, are negative. In X2 , we have T+- T 2&D<&1 and
T&- T 2&D<&1. From (3.11), (3.12), _&, 0 , _+, 0 # (?2, ?), with
\+\& and sin _+, 0sin _&, 0 , where the equalities hold only if T 2=D.
Thus, _&, 0_+, 0 and {&, 0{+, 0 .
Now, let *=++i_, +0, _>0, be a root of (3.2), and suppose that
(T, D) # X2 _ X3 , {{&, 0 . From (3.5), __&, 0 (where _<_&, 0 if {<
{&, 0). On the other hand, using (3.2), again (3.5) and the definition of \& ,
we have
0<cos _=&e+(1++{)(1+\2\)&12cos _&, 0 ,
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where the equality holds if and only if +=0 and {={&, 0 . Since
_, _&, 0 # (?2, ?), then __&, 0 . This is possible only if _=_&, 0 ,
+=0, {={&, 0 , which proves the theorem. K
Remark 3.2. It was shown that the straight line D=2T&1 is a bifur-
cating line, since in this case *=0 is always a characteristic value. For
D=2T&1 and {{{\n , n # N0 , there is a pitchfork bifurcation; along the
line D=2T&1, there co-exist a pitchfork and a Hopf bifurcations on a
3-dimensional center manifold of u=0, for {={+, n (resp. {={&, n), n # N0
if D=2T&1 and T>1 (resp. T<0).
Theorem 3.5. Assume (H1), (H4), and T 2<D. For D>1, let \0 :=
- D&1. Then, for _>0, {>0, 2(i_, {)=0 if and only if D>1 and there is
an n # N0 such that {={\, n and _=_\, n , where {\, n , _\, n are defined by
{\, n=
_\, n
\0
(3.14)
cos _\, n=
T\\0 - D&T 2
D
, sin _\, n=
\- D&T 2&\0 T
D
(3.15)
_\, n # (2n?, 2(n+1) ?). (3.16)
At {\, n , n # N0 , the eigenvalues \_\, n are simple and there is a Hopf
bifurcation on a 2-dimensional center manifold of u=0.
Proof. Theorem 3.1 implies that if T 2<D1 all the characteristic
roots of (3.2) have Re *<0. For T 2<D, D>1, from (3.8) with +=0, we
deduce that 2(i_, {)=0 if and only if \0 :=_{ is constant and equal to
- D&1. The rest of the theorem follows from (3.7). K
Remark 3.3. For {1={2 (i.e., r=1), Theorem 2.1 is a particular case of
Theorems 3.2 and 3.5.
To study the Hopf bifurcation, we now assume (H2), (H4) and (T, D) #
R2"X0 , D{2T&1, T 2{D. For a fixed n # N0 , consider {={+, n (resp.
{={&, n) and fix 4 as the set of eigenvalues of the linearized equation
around u=0 with zero real parts. From the results above, 4=[&i_+, n ,
i_+, n] (resp. 4=[&i_&, n , i_&, n]). Let \* be either \+ or \& , if T
2D,
or \0 , if T 2<D, depending on the region (T, D) belongs and on the fixed
4. Setting ;={&{\, n , Eq. (3.1) is written as
u* (t)={\, nL(ut)+F0(ut , ;), (3.17)
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where F0(., ;)=;L(.)+({\, n+;) F(.) and L, F are given by (1.4), (1.5)
with r=1.
As in Section 2, and with the same notations, C is decomposed by 4 as
C=PQ, with P=span 8, P*=span 9; 8, 9 are still given by (2.13)
and u, v satisfy the identities (2.14) with _n , {1, n replaced by _+, n , {+, n or
by _&, n , {&, n , from which we deduce that
#1v1=a12 f $(0) v2 , #2v2=a21 f $(0) v1
#1u1=a21 f $(0) u2 , #2 u2=a12 f $(0) u1 (3.18)
1=(1+{\, n(1+i\*)) u
Tv,
where
#1 :=(1+i\*) e
i_\, n& f $(0) a11 , #2 :=(1+i\*) e
i_\, n& f $(0) a22 .
Under the above hypotheses, we note that |#1 | 2+|#2 |2{0. In fact, if
#1=#2=0, in particular a11=a22 ; since 2(i_\, n , {\, n)=0, then
#1#2=( f $(0))2 a12a21 , (3.19)
and T 2=D, a contradiction. Hence, in the situation a212+a
2
21 {0 and
without loss of generality, we may assume that a12 {0, #2 {0 (the other
cases are treated in a similar way)in which case one can choose
v=(v1 , v2)=\1, #1f $(0) a12+ , u=(u1 , u2)=u1 \1,
f $(0) a12
#2 + ,
with 1=(1+{\, n(1+i\*)) u
Tv=
#1+#2
#2
u1(1+{\, n(1+i\*)).
(3.20)
If a12=a21=0, and assuming that #2 {0 (analogous for #1 {0), one can
choose
v=(v1 , v2)=(1, 0), u=(u1 , u2)=u1(1, 0),
with 1=(1+{\, n(1+i\*)) u1 . (3.21)
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Here, we shall use the notations of Section 2. For Eq. (3.17), we have
1
2!
F2(., ;)=;L(.)
1
3!
F3(., ;)={\, n
f $$$(0)
3! \
a11.31(&1)+a12.
3
2(&1)
a21.31(&1)+a22.
3
2(&1)+ .
As in Section 2, the quadratic terms g12(x, 0, ;) of the normal form on the
center manifold of u=0, {={\, n are still given by 12 g
1
2(x, 0, ;)=(
A1x1;
A 1 x2 ;)
where (see (3.18))
K1 :=Re A1=&\*Im(u
Tv)=
\2
*
{\, n
(1+{\, n)2+\2*{
2
\, n
>0. (3.22)
Now 13! g
1
3(x, 0, ;)=
1
3! ProjS f
1
3(x, 0, 0)+O( |x| ;
2) and
f 13(x, 0, 0)={\, n 9(0) F3(8x, 0)
={\, n f $$$(0) 9(0) \
a11(e&i_\, n v1x1+ei_\, n v 1x2)3
+a12(e&i_\, n v2 x1+e i_\, n v 2x2)3
a21(e&i_\, n v1x1+ei_\, n v 1x2)3
+a22(e&i_\, n v2x1+ei_\, nv 2x2)3+ .
We get 13! g
1
3(x, 0, 0)=(
A2 x21 x2
A 2 x1 x22 ) , where
A2={\, n
f $$$(0)
2
e&i_\, n
_[u1(a11v1 |v1 |2+a12 v2 |v2 |2)+u2(a21v1 |v1 |2+a22v2 |v2 | 2)].
From (3.18), (3.19), we simplify the expression of A2 , getting
A2={\, n
f $$$(0)
2 f $(0)
(1+i\
*
)(u1 v1 |v1 |2+u2 v2 |v2 |2). (3.23)
Define K2 :=Re A2 . From (3.21) and (3.23), we deduce that
sgn K2=sgn( f $(0) f $$$(0)), if a12=a21=0. (3.24)
For a212+a
2
21 {0, assuming as before that a12#2 {0, we distinguish the two
cases T 2>D and T 2<D. If T 2>D, (3.2) and Theorem 3.2 imply that
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#j=T\- T 2&D& f $(0) ajj , j=1, 2, are real numbers. From (3.20),
(3.23), we derive
sgn K2=sgn \ f $$$(0) f $(0) 1#1+#2 \#2+
#31
( f $(0) a12)2++ ,
if T 2>D, a12 {0. (3.25)
If T 2<D, then # 1=&#2 and (3.19) implies |#j | 2=&f $(0)2a12 a21 , j=1, 2.
In this case, note that a12 a21<0, #j=T\i - D&T 2& f $(0) ajj , j=1, 2,
and
A2={\, n
f $$$(0)
2 f $(0)
(1+i\
*
)+{\, n(1+\*
2 )
(1+{\, n)2+\2*{
2
\, n
a12 #2&a21 #1
(#1+#2) a12
;
hence, we obtain
sgn K2=sgn Re \ f $(0) f $$$(0)((1+i\*)+{\, n(1+\2*)) a12#2&a21#1(#1+#2) a12 + ,
if T 2<D, a12 {0. (3.26)
These results together with the arguments in Section 2 allow us to state the
following:
Theorem 3.6. Assume (H2), (H4), (T, D)  X0 , D{2T&1, T 2{D.
Then the flow on the center manifold of (3.1) for u=0, {={\, n (n # N0) is
given in polar coordinates \, ! by
{\* =K1({&{\, n) \+K2 \
3+O(({&{\, n)2 \+\4)
!* =&_n+O( |(\, {&{\, n)| ),
(3.27)
with K1>0 and sgn K2 given by (3.24), or, if a12 {0, by (3.25) or (3.26); if
a12=0, a21 {0, sgn K2 is given by formulas obtained from (3.25) or (3.26)
by exchanging the positions of a12 , a21 and of #1 , #2 .
This theorem, as well as Theorem 2.4 and Remark 2.2, give a complete
description of the Hopf bifurcation occuring in the dynamics of the equa-
tions consideredincluding the models studied by Olien and Be lair [9]
and Gopalsamy and Leung [5]. Periodic cycles play an important role in
the neurobiological interpretation and these results allow us to determine
the stability of the periodic solutions rising from the Hopf bifurcation.
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Example 3.1. Consider Eq. (3.1) with a12a21>0, and assume the
hypotheses of Theorem 3.6. Since #1#2>0 (see (3.19)) and
1
#1+#2 \#2+
#31
( f $(0) a12)2+=
a12 #22+a21#
2
1
a12( f $(0)2 a12a21+#22)
>0,
formula (3.25) gives sgn K2=sgn( f $(0) f $$$(0)). From Theorem 3.6, we
deduce that if f $(0) f $$$(0)<0 (resp. f $(0) f $$$(0)>0), the Hopf bifurcations
are supercritical (resp. subcritical), with stable (resp. unstable) non-trivial
periodic orbits on the center manifold.
Example 3.2. Consider Eq. (3.1) with the assumptions of Theorem 3.6
and suppose that a12=&a21 {0. First we note that (3.19) implies #1#2<0.
If T 2>D, formula (3.25) leads to sgn K2=sgn( f $(0) f $$$(0)(#2&#1)#2)=
sgn( f $(0) f $$$(0)); if T 2<D, from (3.26) we have again sgn K2=sgn( f $(0)
f $$$(0)); and the conclusions of the previous example hold.
4. A PURE IMAGINARY PAIR AND A ZERO AS
SIMPLE EIGENVALUES
Consider again Eq. (3.1) under hypotheses (H2), (H4), but suppose now
that D=2T&1. As it was pointed out in Remark 3.2, Hopf and pitchfork
bifurcations co-exist for {={+, n if D=2T&1, T>1 and for {={&, n if D=
2T&1, T<0 (n # N0). For each n # N0 , fix 4 as the set of eigenvalues of the
linearized equation around u=0 with zero real parts, 4=[&i_+, n ,i_+, n , 0]
or 4=[&i_&, n , i_&, n , 0], and let \* be either \+ or \& , according to T>1
or T<0. Note that in these situations, the local center manifold for u=0,
{={\, n is 3-dimensional. To obtain the normal form on this manifold, as
before we rescale the parameter {, by setting {={\, n+;. In the following,
the notations of Sections 2 and 3 will be used.
Since D=2T&1, T  [0, 1], we have
#1= f $(0) a22&1, #2= f $(0) a11&1,
with #1 , #2 not simultaneously zero. Here we shall suppose that #1 #2 {0,
which implies from (3.19) that a12a21 {0. If #j=0 for j=1 or j=2, the
computations are much simpler, as for a similar situation in Section 3.
Using complex coordinates, the bases 8, 9 for P, P* can be chosen as
8=[,1 ,2 ,3], ,1(%)=ei_\, n%v, ,2(%)=, 1(%), ,3(%)=w
9=col(1 , 2 , 3), 1(s)=e&i_\, n suT, 2(s)= 1(s), 3(s)=zT,
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with the vectors v, w, u, z # C3 satisfying
v=\1, #1f $(0) a12+ , u=u1\1,
f $(0) a12
#2 + ,
with u1=
#2
2(T&1)(1+{\, n(1+i\*))
(4.1)
w=\1, & #2f $(0) a12+ , z=z1\1, &
f $(0) a12
#1 + ,
with z1=
#1
2(T&1)(1+{\, n)
. (4.2)
In this case, f2(x, 0, ;)=29(0) ;L(8x), where now x # C3. From (4.2), it is
easy to see that the third component of f2(x, 0, ;) is zero. Therefore (cf.
(3.22)), we obtain the quadratic terms g12(x, 0, ;) of the normal form on the
center manifold of u=0, {={\, n given by
(uTv) x1
1
2
g12(x, 0, ;)=i;\* \&(u Tv) x2+ .0
To compute the cubic terms, we first note that f 13(x, 0, 0)=
{\, n 9(0) F3(8x, 0), and g13(x, 0, ;)=ProjS1 f
1
3(x, 0, 0)+O( |x| ;
2), where
(see [3])
x21x2 x1x
2
3 0 0 0 0
S1 :=span {\ 0 + , \ 0 + , \x1x22+ , \x2x23+ , \ 0 + , \ 0 += .0 0 0 0 x1x2x3 x33
A few computations yield
=1 x21x2+=2 x1x
2
3
1
3!
g13(x, 0, 0)=
{\, n f $$$(0)
3! f $(0) \ = 1 x1x22+= 2x2 x23+ ,$1x1x2x3+$2 x33
where
=1=3(1+i\*) u1
a12#22+a21#
2
1
a12#22
, =2=3(1+i\*) u1
a12+a21
a12
,
$1=
6z1(a12+a21)
a12
, $2=
z1(a12 #21+a21#
2
2)
#21a12
.
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Passing Eq. (2.17) to real and then to cylindrical coordinates (\, !, ‘), we
get
\* =K1({&{\, n) \+K2\3+K3 \‘2+h.o.t.
{ !4 =&_\, n+h.o.t. (4.3)‘4 =C1\2‘+C2 ‘3+h.o.t.
where K1 is given by (3.22), Kj+1=
{\, n f $$$(0)
3! f $(0) Re =j , Cj=
{\, n f $$$(0)
3! f $(0) $j , j=1, 2.
To be more precise, we have the following results:
Theorem 4.1. Assume (H2), (H4), D=2T&1, T  [0, 1], and a12 {0.
For u=0 and {={+, n , T>1, resp. {={&, n , T<0, (n # N0), the flow on the
local center manifold of (3.1) is given in cylindrical coordinates (\, !, ‘) by
(4.3), where
K1=&\* Im(u
Tv)>0,
K2=
{\, n f $$$(0)(a12#22+a21#
2
1)
2f $(0) a12#22
Re((1+i\
*
) u1),
K3=
{\, n f $$$(0)(a12+a21)
2f $(0) a12
Re((1+i\
*
) u1), (4.4)
C1=
{\, n f $$$(0)(a12+a21) z1
f $(0) a12
,
C2=
{\, n f $$$(0)(a12#21+a21#
2
2) z1
3! f $(0) a12#22
.
We observe that quadratic terms in (\, ‘) are absent in Eq. (4.3). For
this system, secondary bifurcations are possible, through which limit cycles
not created by the Hopf bifurcation might appear. To discuss the unfolding
of the singularity and the possible qualitative behavior of solutions of Eq.
(4.3) in the neighborhood of zero, we refer to [6] and references therein.
Example 4.1. Consider in the above situation a12a21>0. Then, #1#2>
0, z1=1(2(1+{\, n)), u1=1[2(1+{\, n(1+i\*))], from which we deducethat the signs of all the coefficients K2 , K3 , C1 , C2 are equal to the sign of
f $(0) f $$$(0).
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